Introduction
Ever since a cave-man lit the first fire, humans have known that combustion reactions generate heat. This heat when converted into a vectored force using a heat engine provides the dynamics in thermo-dynamics. But it was only after Antoine
Lavoisier in pre-Revolution Paris . . . before he was guillotined during the Reign of Terror . . . had constructed the world's first calorimeter that we have been able to measure exactly how much heat is liberated by one chemical unit of fuel. Lavoisier gave the name caloric to that heat-producing entity stored in the fuel; today it is called enthalpy.
When combustible reactants at room temperature generate products, also at room temperature, they generate heat isothermally. Since the enthalpy generating the heat is not present in the fuel as heat but as latent potential heat, this raises the obvious question:
"What inter-atom force of attraction takes matter from the atomic state into the molecular state by forming inter-atom chemical bonds; off-loading to surroundings as heat a large D r a f t each time we step on the car's accelerator originates in the spin angular momentum of electrically-neutral carbon atoms, hydrogen atoms, and oxygen atoms.
The energetics of hydrocarbon combustion reactions Table 1 
The minor enthalpy remnant in atoms that generates combustion heat
A cursory glance at Figure 1 points to a startling new fact. While hydrocarbon combustions are the most explosively dramatic of all chemical reactions, the energy released during a typical combustion reaction is but the last 25% remnant of the bondforming potential built into the atomic elements from which the reactant molecules were formed. Column 7 of Table 1 lists the spectroscopically-measured atomization energy of the product carbon dioxide and water molecules in which every combustion reaction terminates. 4 It is obvious that the dramatic combustion numbers measured calorimetrically (Column 5) are the last 25% of the energy off-loaded by atoms when they form carbon dioxide and water directly. The first 75% is off-loaded when the chemical bonds maintaining the temporary stability of reactant molecules were formed.
The last 25% is off-loaded when the atoms in product molecules become more strongly bonded than they were in reactant molecules. Figure 1 is to off-load its combustion enthalpy of 891 kilojoules, it must first find enough activation energy to break some chemical bonds and regenerate a few free atoms to serve as reactive intermediates; thereby surmounting the activation barrier. This activation energy is provided by the spark that lights the fire. Once this occurs, a chain reaction is set in motion and it continues all the way to a new more-stable equilibrium.
In the two-step process shown in Figure 1 In the second step, the carbon atom leaves an environment where it is already bonded to hydrogen atoms and enters an environment where it is even more strongly bonded. In CO 2 (g) the bond strength is now 536 kJ/AvU; the atomization energy of onethird of a mole of carbon dioxide. Each carbon(+IV) in CO 2 (g) is 61% more strongly bonded than was the carbon(−IV) precursor in CH 4 (g). In one Avogadro Unit of CH 4 (g) the carbon content is only 20%. In one AvU of CO 2 (g) it is higher by 13 percentage points
In one AvU of C(s, graphite) whose atomization energy at 717 kJ/AvU is another 33%
higher than that for CO 2 (g), the carbon content is 100%. When the task is generating heat, it is carbon atoms that do the heavy lifting thermodynamically.
The chemical force that spontaneously converts atoms into molecules
The attractive force between a positively-charged nucleus and enough negativelycharged electrons to achieve an electrically-neutral particle is the force responsible for the structural integrity of an atom. The strength of this electromagnetic force is proportional to the magnitude of the charges that mutually neutralize each other when the exact number of electrons needed to achieve charge neutrality has been bound. The dependence of this specific attractive force F upon positive and negative charges is codified in
where r is the between-charge distance, and C is the electromagnetic proportionality constant. When, for example, a C + ion draws unto itself through distance r the 6 th electron needed to become an electrically-neutral carbon atom, D r a f t it off-loads energy ∆H = ∫F.dr = 1086 kJ/AvU; the first ionization energy of the carbon atom.
Once a carbon atom has achieved charge neutrality however, it is still far from energetically stable. Since the strength of the electromagnetic force is charge-dependent and since the C*(at)-particle has achieved zero-charge status, the electromagnetic force has exhausted its activity and we must look elsewhere for the new force that has entered the picture; the force that maintains the structural integrity of all molecules: homonuclear and hetero-nuclear alike; even the 1-atom chemically-interlocked molecules in diamond and graphite. The spin angular momentum that generates an atom's chemical force
What is it that makes carbon the best and most readily available heatproducer the world has ever known? (The intra-nucleus strong force that mediates nuclear transmutations is six powers-of-ten stronger than the intra-molecule chemical force that mediates combustion reactions, but it cannot be readily accessed at the local filling station.) To answer this question we must look at C * (at) in the context of its main-group neighbors in the periodic table. We will see it exerts the strongest attractive force on others because it is the smallest atom endowed with the maximum spin angular momentum.
Atomization energy measured spectroscopically is the only empirical evidence with which to identify the systematic correlation existing between magnitude of an atom's inherent chemical force F Chem and its position in the periodic table. Once a C + ion has become an electrically-neutral but energetically-active C*(at) atom, its energetic activity is caused not by its charge but by its spin angular momentum. Spin angular momentum is quantified in h-bar units: Planck's action quantum h = 6.63 × 10 −34 J s divided by 2π radians per cycle. An atom's spin angular momentum is measured experimentally using Zeeman-perturbed atomic spectroscopy. Within each row of main-group elements the r-value remains relatively constant along the row, but it gets significantly larger from row to row as we move down the periodic table. When the r-dependence of F Chem is combined with the proportionality constant C Chem we obtain a synthetic constant that is specific to each row of the periodic table. Thus C Chem-Li is the proportionality constant specific to Li-row elements as shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 are listed all the homo-nuclear molecules (i.e. all the allotropes) formed by the atoms from the Li-row of the periodic Tables 3, 4 , and 5 provide the precise values of the row-specific proportionality constant C Chem needed to predict the strengths of the homo-nuclear bonds formed by all the main-group atoms; based on their spin-angular-momentum values. In Table 3 the 148 kJ value for Mg(s) is an obvious outlier, and with this outlier removed the average C Chem_Na value for the Na-row homo-nuclear molecules is 237 kJ/hbar; 31% smaller than the C Chem_Li value. In Table 4 the C Chem-K value is 17% smaller than the C Chem_Na value. Also in this Table we can see the small but uniform increase in C Chem-K value along the row that accompanies the uniform increase in nuclear proton-count causing a uniform decrease in atomic radius. In Table 5 the C Chem_Rb value is smaller than the C Chem_K value by 15%. D r a f t This factor is orbital angular momentum which gradually augments an atom's spin angular momentum as the atom in the triad gets heavier. As the transition metals within a periodic group get heavier, the interaction between the spin vector and the orbital vector of each valence electron gradually transitions from the Russell-Saunders coupling scheme for the lightest, where orbital momentum makes no contribution, to the j-j coupling scheme for the heaviest where orbital momentum makes its maximum contribution. Already characterized quantitatively are four fundamental forces, operating to maintain the structural integrity of categorially-distinct material entities. Listed from weakest to strongest they are:
(i) the mass-activated gravitational force maintaining the structural integrity of the Solar System, characterized by Isaac Newton in the 1670s.
(ii) the polarity-activated van der Waals force maintaining the contiguity of discrete Into the middle of this hierarchy of forces, a new fundamental force has now been inserted, as shown in Figure 5 . Once the proportionality constant C Chem-Li has been evaluated ( NIST compilations of thermodynamic data, the huge energetic difference between an electrically-neutral but highly energized atom and a gaseous molecule such as H 2 (g) will continue to be overlooked. Without a designation change from H(g) to H(at), the powerful activity of the chemical attractive force with which atoms are endowed will continue to be masked behind the misleading (g) symbol that assigns short-lived, highly-reactive, bondfree atoms to the wrong existential category.
The atom is the elementary particle of chemistry. But it is energetically unstable and .
. 
